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Memorandum of Recommendation
DATE: December 10, 2021
TO:

Dr. Robert Shaner, Superintendent

FROM: Dana Taylor, Assistant Superintendent for Business Affairs
RE:

Fiber 2021

Rochester Community Schools has its own self-provisioned fiber (SPF) network that was installed in 2001
using Bond 1997 and Bond 2000 funds. Our fiber plant consists of 32 miles of fiber connecting 25
buildings. District owned fiber is eligible for Category one E-Rate reimbursement, which allows for a 40%
reimbursement on eligible expenses.
In coordination with our e-rate consultant Triple-R and our Technology Services and Purchasing
departments, an RFP was issued to connect our districtwide fiber service to the new administration
building. This project is addressing infrastructure needs required to continue providing a robust,
adaptable, state-of-the-art network.
We received three bids for lit fiber, two bids for dark fiber, and three bids for SPF (self-provisioned fiber).
After a comprehensive analysis of the bids, it was determined that continuing with self-provisioned fiber
would be the most cost-effective. All three of the SPF bids were evaluated and determined to be
compliant.
We recommend awarding the bid to Fiber Link. They met the bid specifications, offered competitive
pricing, and have been our long-standing fiber network service provider since 2001.
This is a technology bond project and has been coordinated with e-rate for an approximate
reimbursement of 40% on eligible equipment and services. The expected E-Rate filing amount of
$272,175.55 carries an expected E-Rate reimbursement of $108,870.22.
We recommend the following:
 Accept conditional E-Rate agreement with the Fiber Link, for $272,175.55
 RCS make-ready costs of approximately $70,000
These are “make ready” costs required to prepare utility poles to receive a new fiber attachment.
 Include a 20% contingency of $55,000
Project total for all of the recommendations is $397,175.55
We recommend that the Board of Education awards the following contract:
Fiber 2021
Vendor:
Fiber Link
Amount:
Fiber Link contract in the amount of $272,175.55 plus make-ready costs of
$70,000 and a contingency of $55,000 for a total project cost of $397,175.55
(Expected E-Rate reimbursement of $108,870.22)

TO:

Cindy Lindner, Executive Director of Technology and Strategic Initiatives
Rochester Community Schools

FROM:

Robert Rice, President
Triple R Consultants

DATE:

December 10, 2021

RE:

Approval for Self-Provisioned Fiber Build (SPF)

BOARD OF EDUCATION RECOMMENDATION
Whereby Rochester Community Schools released request for Self-Provisioned Fiber (SPF), lit fiber
and dark fiber to connect the existing building back to the new Administration Building for
FY22 E-Rate year.
Whereby Rochester Community Schools received three bids for the lit fiber, two bids for dark fiber
and three bids for SPF. A 20-year cost analysis was performed on all 8 bids and it was
determined that the SPF bids were the most cost effective service type of the three listed
services. (See attached Fiber Cost Analysis).
Whereas after reviewing the three SPF bids, all were reviewed for compliance. It was determined that
all bids, 123.net, Fiber Link and Turnkey were in compliance with the bid specifications. Upon
further review, it was determined that the Fiber Link bid was slightly higher than Turnkey’s
bid, however, when evaluation of the additional factors was taken into consideration, it was
determined that Fiber Link scored higher on the bid overall evaluation. (See attached Bid
Evaluation).
Therefore, based on the review of the bid responses, it is recommended that Rochester Community
Schools enter into a conditional E-Rate agreement with the Fiber Link, for $287,556.30 (less
make ready cost of $15,380.75) which the district is paying directly to DTE so they can get the
process completed and installation of the fiber project can begin at or around January 1 st. ERate rules do not allow construction to start prior to January 1st, 2022. The expected E-Rate
filing amount of $272,175.55 with an expected E-Rate reimbursement of $108,870.22.
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The 3 connectivity “Service Types” are:
 Dark Fiber – Leased connectivity that is not in use (not active), and can be used solely by a customer
(not shared connectivity).
 Lit Fiber – Leased connectivity that is already active, which means has data already on the fiber as
well as other customers (shared connectivity).
 SPF – Self Provisioned Fiber is built for and owned by RCS.
Notes:
 All Cost are extended over a 20 year period for analysis purposes (the projected life-span of fiber is
25+ years). Current annual SPF Maintenance for RCS locations is $49,848.00 / $4,154.00 monthly.
Lit and Dark Fiber are leased and not owned by RCS.


Crown Castle's response was to provide dark fiber to the splice point of the existing RCS selfprovisioned fiber. This proposal requires the use of the existing district owned fiber to connect each
of the 25 buildings. Therefore, this proposal requires the district to continue to maintain their existing
fiber plant. Due to this, the same annual fiber maintenance and network electronics as a selfprovisioned fiber plant will be required, so those costs have been added to it. This raises their 20 year
cost to a higher dollar amount than two of the self-provisioned fiber bids.

Per the language in the RFP: the District reserves the right to perform a cost analysis of all bids received and
decide which service type is the most cost-effective type of service (i.e., Dark Fiber, Lit Fiber, or SelfProvisioned Fiber (SPF) or other third-party network solutions). Once the most cost-effective service type is
selected by the District, a bid evaluation will only be performed on that type of service to decide the bid award.
Based on the cost analysis, continuing with Self Provisioned Fiber is the most cost effective. Therefore, a
comprehensive bid evaluation was performed on the three SPF proposals.



123.net response for SPF assumed new fiber for all locations, and provided what the monthly
maintenance would be. This is the $1,542 maintenance figure.
Turnkey's response was to provide SPF to the splice point of the existing RCS SPF. This proposal
requires the use of the existing district owned fiber to connect each of the 25 buildings
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